What	
  is	
  a	
  Direct	
  Box?	
  
A direct box is like an electronic version of a microphone. Instead of capturing the sound as it travels through the air like a voice,
a direct box captures the sound via the electrical connection from the source instrument. Once the sound is captured by the
direct box, the signal is sent to the PA system where it is amplified.
From a technical perspective, a direct box converts a high impedance unbalanced signal to a low impedance balanced
line. Balanced low impedance signals are usually sent over shielded twisted pair cable and can travel tremendous distances
without appreciable noise or high frequency loss.
A direct box or DI allows high impedance signals from instruments such as acoustic guitars, bass guitars and
keyboards to be sent long distances without noise.
Most DI boxes have a thru or throughput that enables the musician to simultaneously connect their instrument to the DI and send
a feed to their stage amplifier - while the DI box splits a direct signal off to the PA system. This enables the musician to use his or
her stage amp for the sound that they like on stage while the sound engineer manages the sound to best suit the house PA
system. Tapping the signal before it is coloured by the musician’s stage amp is often preferred.
The approach is completely different when using a direct box on an electric guitar. Most guitar players employ a variety of effects
and distortion to create their sound. In this case, capturing the direct sound (using a direct box) before the amp and effects will
not give the PA system or house engineer the same sound as if on stage. To use a DI box on an electric guitar, you need to
capture the sound after the guitar amplifier. Specialty DIs like the Radial JDX are used for this reason.
A direct box is like a preamplifier or stereo. They all have inputs and outputs. What makes them different is the electronics
inside and their ability to transfer the sound of the instrument without distortion or strange artifact. The cleaner the
signal is going to the PA system, the louder it can be adjusted in the mix without causing irritation.

Investing in a high quality DI box is something you will never regret. Not only will the sound
coming back to you in your monitors or in-ears will be better, your sound will be easier to
mix and the audience will more easily hear what you are doing.

RADIAL ENGINEERING LTD: DIRECT BOXES
Passive vs Active Direct Box
Question number 1: Where is the signal coming from??
If the source signal is "hot", or active - then normally Passive DI is best
If the source is a lower powered signal, or passive - then Active DI is best
NOTE: individuals may disagree with above due to personal taste.
Active: generally brighter / sparkle to the tone
Rail Voltage!!
A key specification on Active DI is the "Rail Voltage" - which shows the amount of headroom available.
Most active DI have a rail voltage of around 3V. Our J48 & Pro48 have 9V. The JDV has 30V!
If you overload an active DI's rail voltage, you get distortion.
Passive: generally “warmer” tone
Special transformer - no amp so no rail voltage issue
Passive DI have a transformer. A good transformer will get "warmer" sounding as the input signal increases.
… Still sounds musical.

Why so many D.I.?
Firstly, how many D.I.'s are on a typical stage?
An "average stage may have 24 mics. Vocalists, drummer, percussion, horns etc.…
That same stage will have around 12 D.I. Bass, electric guitar(s), acoustic guitar(s), keyboards (stereo)
Secondly, different signal strengths and different applications require a specific solution
LEVELS:
History: Original Fender amp input was & still is 1,000,000Ω (1MΩ). Ideal for a guitar into a tube amp.
Most other D.I.'s still use 1MΩ inputs based on this historical spec.
- problem #1: into a solid state amp, 200 kΩ sounds smoother & more pleasing. (J48/Pro48 are 220kΩ)
- problem #2: Piezo pickups sound good between 4MΩ (JDV) and 10MΩ (PZ-Pre)
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And just as there are guitars priced at $50, $500 or even $5000, there are all kinds of DI boxes to choose from. A good rule of
thumb is the 5:1 rule whereby if you have a $1000 acoustic guitar or bass, then you probably should spend about $200 on a direct
box. If you have a $300 guitar, then a $60 DI box will be sufficient. 	
  

QUALITY:
•
•
•
•
•

Canadian made. 3 year, transferrable warranty
Double sided, military spec circuit boards
Heavy Duty switches & connectors
I-Beam 14 gauge
Passive - transformer encased in a Mu-Metal can
- rejects radio interference for a cleaner, lower noise D.I.

* Open up the D.I. in front of your customer to show them!! Let them hold it and feel the weight & quality
SOUND QUALITY!!
•

Plug in a bass, into a PA - and compare the sound

FEATURES:
•

Match your needs with the correct D.I. to get the job done right.

Who uses Radial products? - see Client List pdf

MARKETS:
Live Sound
Touring
Rentals
A/V Companies
Retail
On-stage Musicians
Recording
Pro Audio
Installation
Theatre
Concert Halls
Lecture Halls
Clubs

JDI
Sales Points:
• Jensen Transformer equipped passive DI (Jensen transformers are recognized as one of the best transformers in the world)
• Eliminates hum and buzz from ground loops
• Virtually zero phase & harmonic distortion
• Exceptional signal handling and noise rejection
• Ruler flat from 10Hz to 40kHz!
Demo guide:

Features: input and throughput ¼” connectors, -15dB input pad, ground lift, and 180º degree polarity reverse to help phase align
the instrument with the PA. A secondary circuit is added for direct interfacing with high output devices such as guitar or bass amp
loudspeakers plus a unique merge function allows stereo sources such as keyboards to be summed mono, saving valuable input
channels.
Quotes:

”Whether I'm performing live or in the studio, I rely on my Radial JDI for the best reproduction of my sound and it delivers
every time! I never leave home without it!”
Nathan East
(Eric Clapton, Stevie Wonder, Barbra Streisand)

* Note: JDI and J48 make up 90% of Live Convert / Touring / Rental market

J48
Sales Points:
•Ultra low distortion of all types
•Exceptional headroom & dynamic range
•Retains instrument's natural sound
•Powered by 48V phantom
•Flat: 20Hz up to well above 40kHz !
Demo guide:

Features:
-15dB input pad to tame extra loud signals, 180º polarity reverse for feedback control on stage and a ground lift to help
reduce hum & buzz caused by ground loops. Merge function that elegantly mixes left-right signals to mono without phase
cancellation. To minimize resonant feedback with acoustic instruments, the J48 is also equipped with an 80Hz high-pass
filter (low-cut).
Quotes:

"I use the J48 every day. The signal path is clear, punchy, honest and faithful to the sound of the individual player's
instrument.”
Joe Chicarelli
(Bon Jovi, Tori Amos, Annie Lennox, The White Stripes)

* Note: JDI and J48 make up 90% of Live Convert / Touring / Rental market

Pro48
Sales Points:
•
High performance active direct box
•
Increased dynamic range and headroom
•
48V phantom powered with switching supply
•
Ideal for acoustic guitar and bass
•
Linear response from 20Hz to well above 40kHz
Demo guide:

Features: ¼“ input, -15dB PAD, Thru, Ground Lift
Quotes:
"I've been using Radial DIs for years and I am convinced that they are the best sounding DI's available today."
Ric Fierabracci
(Chick Corea, Billy Cobham, Andy Summers)

ProDI / D2
Sales Points:
• Compact passive direct box for stage and studio
• Able to handle huge transients without distortion
• Transformer isolation eliminates noisy ground loops
• Plug and play easy to use feature set - on stage or in the studio
Demo guide:

Quotes:
"Once you hear the difference between a Radial DI and the others, you'll never go back!"
Terry Lawless
(Keyboards and Programming - U2) – ProD8 (8 x ProDI in a rackmount version)

* Pro DI and ProD2 are the biggest selling D.I.’s by “units” – big in retail as well as smaller, regional sound companies

Pro AV1 / AV2
Sales Points:
• 'Swiss Army knife' direct box for multi-media
• Easy to use, ultra-quiet passive design
• Eliminates ground loops that cause hum and buzz
• Handles huge transients without distortion
• Linear from 20Hz to 20kHz
Demo guide:

Features: 1/4" inputs for instruments, RCA and 3.5mm (1/8") connectors for CD players, iPods, video decks and computers.
The ProAV1 also features a female XLR input for interfacing equipment with +4dB professional signal levels. The front panel
connectors can also be used as thru-puts to allow multiple patch points.
Quotes:
"At Sound Image, we have been using Radial DIs for several years and they have become a favourite. With
Santana, we have traveled all over Europe, South America, the US and Canada and the Radial DIs have worked
great!"
Rob Mailman
(FOH Engineer - Santana)

JPC
Sales Points:
• Easy to use stereo interface for laptop computers
• Active signal path with transformer isolation
• Eliminates hum and buzz common to PCs
• Full connector options set for easy interface
Demo guide:

Features: ¼", RCA and 3.5mm input connectors that make it easy to interface with all types of unbalanced audio sources
such as computers, iPods, and CD players. It is equipped with isolation transformers to eliminate hum and buzz caused by
ground loops and to further reduce system noise; while AC blocking capacitors in the active circuit prevent pollution from the
audio system from bleeding back into the computer.
Quotes:
"I used the Radial JPC on my Mbox as playback for Sting's 'Songs from the Labyrinth' promo tour. It supplied a
clean dependable signal to the PA without any buzz. I am particularly pleased with the Radial JPC. it's a
great tool!”
Donal Hodgson
(Engineer, Sting)

JDX
Sales Points:
•
Captures the sound of the head and the cabinet
•
Delivers consistent tone show after show
•
Works equally well on electric guitar and bass
•
Great for recording direct without a mic
Demo guide:

Features: 100% discrete class-A circuitry and a transformer-coupled 'reactive load' that captures both the sound from the
amp head along with the back electromagnetic impulse from the loudspeaker. This produces a more realistic rendering than
the usual resistive pad offered by other manufacturers. The signal is then processed via a carefully designed multi-stage
filter to emulate the tone of a 4x12 half stack cabinet.
Quotes:
"The JDX is nothing short of revolutionary! I can't believe the clarity and dynamics, yet it still retains the grind of my
amp. It breathes!"
Danny Miranda - Bassist
(Queen, Blue Oyster Cult, Paul Rodgers, Meat Loaf)
"Fans don't care about the technology... so long as the bass and guitars make Godzilla weep and hide like a beaten
puppy. The Radial JDX works."
Doug Short - FOH
(Megadeth, Judas Priest, Van Halen, Aerosmith, Iron Maiden, Joe Cocker, Prince)

X-AMP
Sales Points:
• Active Reamp® with two outputs
• 100% discrete class-A signal path
• Transformer isolated to eliminate noise
• Variable 'set & forget' level control
Demo guide:

Features: employs a unique class-A circuit design that has been optimized for use with guitars. Features include balanced
line level input with LED peak indicator and level control, class-A circuit topology for optimal reach and frequency response,
a transformer isolated output to eliminate hum and buzz caused by ground loops, a 180º polarity reverse switch to bring
both amps into phase, and a dual ground lift switch for noise-free operation.
Quotes:
"In today's studio sessions, you need to be able to great sounds quickly. From tracking to overdubs to mixing, the
Radial X-Amp is used at every step along the way. I know I can count on Radial for great sound and
reliability."
Mike Butler - Engineer
(The Rolling Stones, Fleetwood Mack, Norah Jones, The Pretenders)

ReAmp JCR
Sales Points:
• Lets you re-record tracks through a guitar or bass amp
• Original Reamp circuit designed by John Cuniberti
• Plug and play easy to use passive design
• Improves productivity while expanding creative options
Demo guide:

Features: 100% passive design with John's original custom wound 'Made in the USA' transformer and circuit. The latest
Radial version features separate XLR and ¼" TRS input connectors, variable output level plus a three-position filter that lets
you tame excessive highs, warm up the lows or simply bypass if you want to revert to the original circuit. An on-board mute
function has also been added to allow you to shut off the signal going to the amps when making adjustments or moving mics
around the studio.
Quotes:
"The Reamp is the recording guitar player's best friend. It works great with bass and keys too. It lets you take a
recorded DI performance and have the amp receive it - exactly as it would if you were plugging in your guitar.”
Joe Satriani
(Guitar God)

Pro RMP
Sales Points:
• Play pre-recorded tracks through amps and pedals
• On board level control for fine tuning amp level
• Transformer isolated to eliminate buzz and hum
• Opens the door to creative new tones and textures
Demo guide: besides regular re-amping, the ProRMP is an ideal way to “tune-up” your wireless!!

Most wireless systems simply do not sound all that good. Take the balanced output from the wireless and send it through the
ProRMP. You will be amazed at the warmth!

…more

Thank you!
For more information of these and other
Radial Engineering products please visit:
www.radialeng.com

